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About the Department
The department was established in 1987 with B.E. in Electronics Engineering. From the academic year
2019-20, the course is renamed as Electronics and Computer Science . This course aims to integrate two
separate engineering fields to meet the joint demands of Electronics and Computer industries in today's
world.
With the advent of latest technological innovations, many employment opportunities have come up for
Electronics and Computer Science Engineers. After a comprehensive study of the industry requirements
as well as technological trends, the syllabus for the course Electronics and Computer Science has been
framed to include courses that build a conceptual understanding of basics of Electronics as well as
Computer Science. Additionally, advanced courses have been added to cover niche areas like Artificial
intelligence and Machine Learning, Data Sciences, Mobile communication, VLSI, IoT, etc. A practicaloriented approach is being followed to make students proficient in the competitive industry
environment as well as prepare them for higher education.
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“The secret of change is to focus all your energy, not fighting the old, but on
building the new.”

- Socrates

A Word From Head of Department
The Department of Electronics and Computer Science proudly presents the third issue of its Annual
Newsletter TECHNOEDGE.
What a chaotic year this has been!! With a never before seen pandemic extending its time within
mankind, this year has taught everyone to look at the broader picture called LIFE and deal with every
issue, be it personal, professional, health or any other, head-on and find ways to triumph. Many of our
close ones, family, peers and friends have witnessed life-changing incidents. This situation demands
humaneness and empathy from each one of us. If we can make a difference to even one person it will go
a long way.
Let us be optimistic and do our jobs well and not succumb to the temptation of taking shortcuts
because
“You're braver than you believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think.”
Happy Reading!!
-Dr. Sapna Prabhu
Professor and Head
Department of Electronics and Computer Science

Editor's Note
Technology is not only about engineering or being digital. This is a common misconception that it
is all about the technology. It is more about the talent and people and how you impact lives of other is a
positive way. Before investing in technology, invest in people who can understand it.
Our final years students understood the challenges the current COVID 19 pandemic has posed
against us and have come with an innovative idea of ‘Low Cost & Portable’ Ventilators. Now that is called
investing in people and impacting lives of people, technology and engineering is just the means.
This newsletter introduces you to our engineering students from various walk of life and who have
shown interest in Sports and Drama and also dedicated their lives to Indian Army and Astrophysics,. It
just emphasizes while we graduate best in class engineers, but above that we train our students to have
best in class minds which helps them succeed in any career path that they choose.
While the pandemic was and is a huge challenge it made us go in online format of teaching. But we
continued to support our students uninterruptedly. While we continue to face the challenge of current
we are marching ahead with confidence . I would conclude by quoting Kiran Mazumdar -Shaw " I believe in never giving up , no matter what the odds. My mantra is ' Failure is temporary. Giving up is permanent' "
- Archana Lopes
Assistant Professor
Department of Electronics and Computer Science
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ARTICLES BY ALUMNI
Your Alma Mater is like a mother, patiently accepts
all your hoots but proudly boasts your
achievements to the world.... No wonder why our
Alma Mater is called our second home!!
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We are proud of you..
Capt. Pritish Hajarnis (Indian Army)
Electronics Batch-2016
How you got inspired to join the Indian army?
-Being a sportsperson and having played football at
international level , representing the country was
an amazing experience. I have always dreamt of a
job where physical fitness and sports are as
important as the technical work. No better place

I love the discipline, timeliness and stress on

than the Indian Army !

physical fitness. The unique opportunity to visit
every nook and corner of my country which is

How have you groomed yourself to ensure career
in the army ?
-I started with finding out what was required to be
done to get into the Indian Army. Information
from net was not enough - I met present and
Retired Army Officers through friends and
relatives which was very beneficial. Being a
sportsman, fitness was in my routine.
I increased my stamina, practised theory questions
from past, attended mock tests, interviews and
Group discussions ... all with full dedication, hard
work and passion with full support from parents.

What do you love about being in the army?
-There are quite a few things that I love being in
the Army. First and foremost the Uniform I wear
gives me a sense of immense pride. There is no
discrimination on the basis of Caste, Creed and
Religion and we enjoy a great Camaraderie among
us.
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magnificent and beautiful. The Love, Respect and
Admiration from the society is beyond words. In
fact I love everything about being in the Army ...
What is your advice to students dreaming of
making career in the army? Which exams they
can give? How they can prepare themselves?
-Fundamentally, they should ask themselves
whether they are prepared to put in 100% efforts
to take up this career. Even an iota of doubt - and
they should forget this as a passing dream. Those
who yearn for making Army as their career,
should focus themselves fully and wholeheartedly
towards the selection process - don’t spare
yourself - you will be entering into World’s Best
Profession and it isn’t a cakewalk ! It's not just a
profession, but a Way of Life .There are various
options for students very clearly indicated in the
government website (join Indian army) I cleared
my SSB through SSC Technical entry which is
conducted twice a year.
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What are the different career options for a
engineering student in the army?
-After training, the Engineers generally opt for
Technical Arms like EME, SIGNALS and
ENGINEERS but they can also opt for Combat
Arms such as Infantry, Artillery or Armoured!

How do you organise your time?
-Depending on the place where we are posted,
either at an isolated post or at a peace location,

What do you think are the secretes behind
getting to where you have to go?
There are no secrets here It is simple - Passion
and determination are the topmost prioritieshard work , discipline and confidence follows. I
feel believing in your abilities , understanding
your capabilities as well as limitations truthfully
will never fail you. As they say, there is really no
substitute for hard work.

we generally start our day with Physical Fitness

Finally, I'll conclude by quoting one of my

Training, exercises and drill followed by the

favourite army taglines -

official work. In the evening we indulge in some

We Live By Chance

sports game which is mandatory. Before retiring

Love By Choice

to bed, I either indulge in connecting with my
family & friends, Reading or watching TV.

Kill By Profession
This is what Soldier's Life is all about, Glorious
isn't it ?
Jai Hind
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Career pathways in Astrophysics
Ms. Kiran Mankame
Electronics Batch-2015
For centuries great minds have been fascinated
by the starry night sky while trying to unlock the
secrets of the enigmatic universe. Many get
intimidated

by

complicated

equations

in

a citizen of their country to join.

astrophysics, causing them to hesitate and

Institutes like TIFR, NCRA, and IUCAA2 offer

reconsider this field of study. Various disciplines

summer

study space sciences, and Astrophysics is one of

students. Due to the COVID-19 situation, TIFR,

them. Remarkable discoveries in astrophysics

Mumbai has cancelled the VSRP3 program for this

have provided the answers to many fundamental

year, but keeping your eyes open for future

questions, and the new ones like the discovery of

research assignments is advisable. This pandemic

the black hole and gravity waves are spurring

has drastically affected many onsite roles, but in

questions regarding the nature of Dark Matter,

turn, has raised numerous remote opportunities.

Dark Energy, supermassive Black Holes, and the

Space Generation Advisory Council hosts various

formation of planets near stars.

projects on a global platform, and it’s a nice

internship

programs

to

full-time

opportunity to be a part of more diverse teams and
It’s very important to know how one can get

explore different work cultures.

involved in the field of Space Sciences. Some
space enthusiasts are satisfied to work at an

NASA ISAC (International Space Apps Challenges)

amateur level, while others pursue to be

has multiple chapters all over the world. Since

professionals. Several opportunities are available

2012, ISAC chapters have been organizing local

for both and many in between. Joining at least

hackathons in certain categories, as the winning

one of the

team of a local event reserves its spot at the global

astronomical societies will help students in

challenge. These events challenge the creative and

interdisciplinary networking, and it can lead

innovative mind to think out of the box.

them to assume a research assistantship. In
India, we have the Astronomical Society of India,

In India, apart from IITs and IISc, IIA, IUCAA,

and at a

and RRI4 provide masters and doctoral programs

global level, we have IAU, AAS, RAS, FAS, ASP,

in Astrophysics. It is necessary to get familiar with

BAA, EAS, and RASC1. A good thing about these

sub-divisions of Astrophysics and Astronomy

communities is that a member doesn’t have to be

before enrolling in higher studies, especially when
a student is from a different discipline.
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To pursue a career in astrophysics; the
fundamentals of dynamics, particle physics,
general relativity, and astronomy have to be
clear. The University of Mumbai generally
conducts a certified course in Astronomy and
Astrophysics.

During the preparation of higher studies, I would

I had enrolled in this course, and got a chance to
meet many great personalities. By looking at the
current situation in Mumbai, it looks like
students will miss such onsite courses, however
they can access many more e-learning
opportunities. Many online course provider
companies offer courses in astrophysics and
astronomy from top universities in the world.
Due to the COVID-19, some are now offering a
few courses for zero charge.

current research and departmental opportunities

suggest writing to the admission office of
colleges/universities,

desired

departments,

professors and current students. This will assist
the applicant to understand the structure of
postgraduate/graduate

programs,

courses,

such as Teaching Assistant and Research
Assistant. I am looking forward to pursuing a
doctoral program in Electrical & Electronics
Engineering and Earth & Space Sciences. This
procedure has clarified my doubts and has helped
me to make my decisions. I hope this information
will be helpful to the readers as well.
Ms. Kiran Mankame
Designation: Research Volunteer at SGAC
(Space Generation Advisory Council)
MS in Electrical and Electronics Engineering

IAU: International Astronomical Union, AAS: American Astronomical Society, RAS: Royal Astronomical Society, FAS: Federation
of Astronomical Societies, ASP: Astronomical Society of the Pacific, BAA: British Astronomical society, EAS: European
Astronomical Society, RASC: Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
2. TIFR: Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, NCRA: National Center of Radio Astronomy, IUCAA: Inter-University Center of
Astronomy and Astrophysics
3. VSRP: Visiting Student Research Program
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Choosing the right AWS certification
Ms. Swapnaja Limkar
Electronics - Batch 2019
AWS currently offers twelve certifications: a
foundational certification, three associate-level

2. I did solve practise papers by Stephane Maarek

certifications, two professional-level certifications,

on Udemy. These papers might give you a great

and six specialty certifications.

insight of what might actually appear in the

·AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner

exam. I’d recommend this to everyone taking the

·AWS Certified Developer – Associate

exam. Don’t worry if you score less initially, these

·AWS Certified SysOps Administrator – Associate

practise papers are tougher than actual exams.

·AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Associate
(SAA-C02)

3.Read multiple AWS whitepapers. These hold

·AWS Certified DevOps Engineer – Professional

some invaluable information, which may answer

·AWS Certified Solutions Architect – Professional

many of your questions.

·AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty
·AWS Certified Security – Specialty

4. Practice, practice, practice. Practice exams

·AWS Certified Machine Learning – Specialty

will help ease any worries or stress you may be

·AWS Certified Database – Specialty (DBS-C01)

having about the certification exam.

·AWS Certified Data Analytics – Specialty (DASC01)

5. Schedule the exam once you are ready. It

·AWS Certified Alexa Skill Builder – Specialty

typically takes anywhere from 80-120 hours of
practice/studying to be prepared for the exam

How do I become AWS certified?

based on experience and the certification you are

-While there are not set-in-stone steps to studying

pursuing.

for the AWS certification, these steps are the most
straight-forward.

AWS Certified Developer – Associate

1. Enroll in an AWS Certified Course.

If you are just getting started with Cloud/AWS it’s

There are plenty good ones available on

better to take Practitioner: This is considered the

Udemy/Coursera/LinkedIn. I followed Stephane

foundation level when starting your certification

Maarek’s course for AWS Certified Developer

journey with AWS and is a recommended and

Associate on Udemy. This will certainly increase

optional step before taking the Associate level

your knowledge of cloud computing and AWS.

certifications.
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The AWS Certified Developer – the Associate

· Working knowledge of applications that utilize

exam is all about developing and maintaining

key AWS services such as AWS databases,

AWS-based applications.

notifications, workflow services, and services

·Format: Multiple-choice, multiple-answer

for storage and change management service.

·Time: 80 minutes
·Cost: 150 USD

The

Udemy

Course

that

I

followed

:https://www.udemy.com/course/aws-certifiedAreas Covered:

developer-associate-dva-c01/

· Understanding the basic AWS architecture and

The

the core AWS services

https://www.udemy.com/course/aws-certified-

· Hands-on experience designing, developing,

developer-associate-practice-tests-dva-c01/

Practise

Papers

that

I

solved

:

deploying, and maintaining applications
Ms. Swapnaja Limkar
Designation: Associate Software Engineer | AWS Certified
Developer | Photographer
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Short Term Training Programs Organised by the
Department
Guest Lectures
Convocation Function Batch -2020
Student Placement Data
Student Internship
Courses Completed By Students
Research Paper Publications of the Department
Courses done by Faculty

Faculty as Resource Person
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Short Term Training / Faculty Development
Programs Organised by Department

AICTE Sponsored Two Week Short Term Training Program on "Research Areas in Technologies for Societal and Rural
Development ", December 21, 2020 - January 01, 2021

One Week Short Term Training Program on " Advances in IoT " , May 29, 2020 - June 3 , 2020

Two Days Faculty Development Program on " Essentials of Linux System Administration" April 16, 2021 - April 17, 2021

TECHNOEDGE
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Guest Lectures
Lecture for S.E. E.C.S. on "UML Diagrams: How to Create Use Case and Class Diagram "
by Prof. Saurabh Kulkarni, Fr.C.R.C.E. on 4th October 2020
Lecture for T.E.Electronics on "Scope & Opportunities in ASIC verification"
by Ms. Shubhangi Matey, ASIC PHY Design Verification Engineer, Qualcomm Technologies, San Diego
Lecture by for S.E. ECS on " Development of Python Project " Mr. Aman Shaikh and Mr. Edison, Batch
2019
Lecture for S.E. and T.E. Electronics on "Modern Specializations for the Electronics Undergrads - My
Experiences in Germany" by Mr. Shashwat Sanghavi, Engineer, Research & Development @ IBEO
Automotive Systems, Hamburg (Germany) on 6th November 2020
Lecture for T.E.Electronics on "Leapfrog from Engineer to Innovator" by Prof. Amit Kudal, Assistant
Professor, Faculty of Design @ Indian School of Design & Innovation (ISDI) on 11th March 2020

Convocation Function- Electronics Batch 2020
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ACADEMIC YEAR 2020-2021

Student Placement
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Internships
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Courses Attended
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Research Paper Publications
Paper Title: Improving the performance in Sentiment Analysis
Authors: Sumanto Kar, J. Scriptu Rajan, Sebastian D'mello, Dr. Sapna Prabhu
Journal/Conference: International Journal of Computer Applications, Volume No: 174
Month & Year: June 2021
Paper Title: Skin Cancer Detection and Severity Prediction Using Computer Vision and Deep Learning
Authors: Aman Shaikh, Renjit Koshi, Gauravi Phansalkar, Sangeeta Parshionikar
Journal/Conference: 2nd International Conference on Sustainable Technologies for Computational Intelligence
Month & Year: May 2021
Paper Title: Verification of 32 bit Memory Using Layered Testbench with Optimum Functional Coverage and
Constrained Randomization
Authors: Yash Kumar, Sheryl Serrao, Sangeeta Parshionikar
Journal/Conference: Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, Volume 1162, Springer
Paper Title: Predicting the impact of Android Malicious Samples via Machine Learning
Authors: Yash Kane, Sakshi Dave, Archana Lopes
Journal/Conference: 2nd International Conference on Sustainable Technologies for Computational Intelligence
Month & Year: May 2021
Paper Title: Real Time Emotion Detection Using Deep Learning
Authors: Noel Jaymon, Ashish Yadav, Ryan Rodrigues, Sushma Nagdeote
Journal/Conference: International Conference on Advances in Electrical, Computing , Communication and
Sustainable Technologies. pp. 1-7, doi: 10.1109/ICAECT49130.2021.9392584.
Paper Title: Pat-Doc App (Patient- Doctor Application)
Authors: Maria Anthony, Anmol Singh, Swarup Saju,Jayen Modi
Journal/Conference: First International Conference on Innovations in Science, Engineering and Technology.
Month & Year: April 2021. Volume 4, Issue 3
Paper Title: Modeling and design of Magnetic Tunneling Junction using MoS 2/graphene quantum dots/MoS 2
approach
Authors: Makdey Swapnali, Rajendra Patrikar, and Mohammad Farukh Hashmi
Journal/Conference: Journal of Nanoparticle Research 22, no. 7 (2020): 1-13.
Paper Title: Modeling and implementation of spin diode based on two dimensional materials using Monte Carlo
sampling method.
Authors: Makdey Swapnali, Rajendra Patrikar, and Mohammad Farukh Hashmi
Journal/Conference: Circuit World (2020)
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Courses Attended by Faculty
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Faculty as Resource Person
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Student Articles

Low Cost Portable Ventilator
Hrushikesh Kuwlekar
Om Nerurkar
Pranjal Mahajan
Rishika Korade
(B.E. Electronics- Batch 2021)

This is an article on our BE Project made by the

inactive for the rest of the life (a long-term effect).”

students of BE ELECTRONICS. With the help of this

Thus, your lung capacity decreases permanently.

article, you will get a brief idea about our project.

Ventilator is one such device that could help
overcome the breathing problem. As the COVID-19

Introduction:

pandemic continues to expand, one thing has

As the world braces for a growing wave of patients

become clear: there aren’t enough ventilators to go

with Covid-19 in our hospitals and ICUs, we must

around. Ventilators are devices that precisely

ensure that we have the key equipment needed for

control the flow of air in and out of a patient’s lungs,

care of patients. What better opportunity could we

and must be monitored and adjusted by a

get to serve a social cause by making a product on

respiratory therapist, critical care consultant, or

similar lines which tackles with the effects caused by

specialized nurse to make sure that the volume and

the virus. Patients with severe COVID-19 infection

pressure settings are correct for a given individual.

commonly develop ARDS, this is defined as:
‘an acute diffuse, inflammatory lung injury, leading to

How does it work?

increased pulmonary vascular permeability, increased

A ventilator uses pressure to move air or a mixture

lung weight, and loss of aerated lung tissue … [with]

of gases (like oxygen and air) into the lungs. This

hypoxemia and bilateral radiographic opacities, associated

pressure is known as positive pressure. You usually

with increased venous admixture, increased physiological

exhale (breathe out) the air on your own, but in some

dead space and decreased lung compliance.’

situations the ventilator may have to perform this

“In short it causes fibrosis of the lung tissues,

function for the person

making that portion of the lung hard as stone and

TECHNOEDGE
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A ventilator can be programmed to “breathe” a
specific number of times over a certain time frame,
usually minutes. And it can also be programmed to
trigger the ventilator to force air into the lungs.
But, if you fail to trigger it within a certain amount
of time, the machine automatically supplies air to
keep you breathing.
So, here we are Team Venti with a proposed
ventilator solution –
To build a ventilator capable of monitoring vitals of
a patient and provide the patient with oxygen and
regulate the breath rate when they are unable to
breathe on their own. Along with it should also be
supported by a battery system in order to have full
functioning even during short and long power cuts
to provide uninterrupted patient care.

TECHNOEDGE

We also aim at deploying the product in ambulances
or during emergency transfers to bigger medical
institutions where our portability function comes into
picture.
Social relevance of ventilator
Through our proposed solution we aim at developing
a product that is capable of functioning in low
resource areas and situations wherein there is
interrupted power supply. This is a product suitable
for medical clinic, and ambulatory service, or any
other location. They can work in requesting
conditions with basic support.
Portable factor importance
Our designed product is lightweight making it for for
being a portable device. For instance, situations
requiring emergency transfers to bigger medical
institutions is where our portability function comes
into picture as a feature or prime importance
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Project
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Atheleta: Technology in sports
Alden Noronha
Electronics- Batch 2021

1.What do you see yourself accomplishing in 5-10

2.Which strengths do you believe you have that

years?

make you a good athlete?

I have been pursuing the field of Athletics since the

The first and most important Strengths that makes

past 15 years, so it has been going hand-in- hand

me a good athlete is Discipline. Without Discipline

along with my education. My parents have been

I would not be standing at the place I am currently

very supportive in both fields and have kept me

right now. Discipline is required in any field one is

motivated to excel in both. It was my very own

pursuing; it is not a quality that’s to be simply

decision

Engineering,

applied if one is pursuing a field but it is a quality

although I was told by many that it would be

that is to be applied in life. Discipline has played

difficult to handle, but it motivated more to take it

and still plays a vital role in my life, keeping the

up. When I started my Engineering, I was left with

same discipline in my training habits has led to

a question that “I am anyway pursuing Athletics as

keep myself disciplined in different aspects of life,

my career but how do my make my Engineering

precisely Engineering.

useful? Where could I apply this?” That’s when I

Another strength is be Mentally Strong, the mind

discovered the field of Sports Engineering thereby

can make or break your body, initially when I was

ensuring that my Sport and Education went Hand-

into competitive events, I used to be afraid of my

in-Hand.

competitors which led to many failures. Keeping

In the next 5 to 10 years, I see myself Representing

myself mentally strong was a difficult task but not

The nation at International Competitions and win

impossible. Consistency and Persistency are other

Medals with gradual Progression. I also would want

qualities that I have managed to deliver, keeping

to explore the field of Sports Engineering working

myself at the top of my field in Athletics(110m

towards using my knowledge to improve training

Hurdles). Hard work and will power. Physically a

performance. Socially I would like to support

good athlete should work on various aspects such

Athletes at the grassroot level and encourage the

as Speed, Strength, Endurance, Power, Agility,

support for upcoming athletes

Reaction, Stability, Mobility etc. Not to forget a

to

pursue

Electronics

good and suitable diet to follow.
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3. How do you manage engineering studies along

5.Rank top five priorities currently in life

with your sports?

·To win medals at the international level and keep

I would not deny that handling both is a tedious

consistency, ultimately winning a medal at the

task, but I try my best to deliver the best in both

Olympic Games.

sports and education. Due to a hectic schedule, I

·To

find it difficult to spare time for self- study. I solve

Engineering/Technology.

this issue by frequently asking doubts and making

·Supporting Sports at the grassroot level in the

sure that the concepts are fresh in my head, some

nation.

times sacrificing a little sleep for studies also

·To make the nation and all its people proud.

excel

in

the

field

of

Sports

works. Fortunately, I am surrounded by really
helpful mates, who motivate me to work and study.

6. Who and How and at what levels you have got
grooming towards sports?

4. Is there a coach or athlete that you look up as a

My parents have played a very pivotal role in

model and why?

shaping my mindset. They have kept me

For me training is like my devotion to The Almighty

disciplined, their strict and disciplined attitude has

One above, I totally believe in prayer and being

kept

spiritually strong. My hardwork at training is my

distractions, they have made sure I was engaged in

Prayer to God. I am training under my coach Mr.

some or the other work, as I believe that an idle

Dayanand Shetty for the past 15 years, I don’t have

mind is a devil’s workshop.

any particular role model as such, but I do admire

My coach has also kept me disciplined, he has made

my coach and my parents, the amount of hard work

sure that I took proper rest and prepared myself for

they have put behind me motivates me even more

every training session. He has not only boosted me

to strive to achieve success. Athletics may seem like

physically through training but also supported. He

an individual sport, but in reality, there are many

has trained me for so long that he has known how

people associated behind that one athlete. I

my body functions and what all type of workout it

dedicate my hardwork to all those who have tried to

needs.

help and support me in this journey

I have been surrounded by a group of good and

me

from

diverting

myself

to

social

understanding friends, their support has motivated
me to work harder. They not only supported at
times of victory but also at times of failures.
Not to forget my competitors, although they were
my rivals, I have made very good friends out of
them. Being with them I have learnt the value of
true sportsmanship
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Why so much Drama??
Vivian Serrao
Electronics- Batch 2021

"Kitna drama karega? " We've all heard that line

Quick forward to the current day, Head of the

previously, right? Well, everything began for me

hobby-based club, presently known as Dramatics

when I got the chance to play the role of Aladdin

Club of CRCE, with more than 100 students who

from Disney at school. The music, the dialogues,

have been a part of our club, won numerous

the romance made me consider accomplishing

awards at various institutions, made a streak of

something in dramatics. Also, isn't that what we all

wins for three consecutive years that has not been

live for?

broken at this point and defeated art college teams

Instead, I took up science (gotta keep your

that have specific hours dedicated to dramatics.

alternatives open), however, the love for the stage

Recently founded the Arts Society of CRCE, a

won't ever leave. It kept me going and I was quickly

platform for all engineers to explore, enhance and

absorbed in the junior college team and began

exhibit their talents.

competing. In my first competition, I won ahead of

Dramatics has helped me a lot, it has assisted me

all comers. FIRST PLACE! That fervor, that delight,

to build my confidence and develop other talents. I

pushed me to improve. It went to a point wherein I

handled various events and performed as an artist

was unable to control my adoration for drama. I

at Taj Lands End, Essel Vision (Zee TV), Edelweiss,

ended up going for a competition, a day prior to my

Kanakia Group, Infinity Mall, weddings, birthday

Board tests, sounds insane, isn't that so?

festivities, and some more. I hosted my first open

However,

at

that

point,

reality

strikes.

mic post the lockdown and I believe that it was a

Acting/drama is only for rich kids who have

tremendous achievement.

godparents in the business. A career in acting isn't

Swimming against the tide is something that I've

just about as reasonable as it sounds. You've heard

always done. You may ponder, where do I see

it regularly as well.

myself in the next 5 years? In a theatre? In a music

A practical, safer profession alternative would be

video? In a show? I don't know either, however, all

taking up Engineering, I guaranteed myself. The

I can say is, I will do my thing and will always be

entire 8-5 corporate-life routine at college made it

cheerful.

hard to find similar individuals and go as a group.
Henceforth, I chose to go solo. Two events, two
awards. I was joyous beyond words. Word went
around, everybody began to talk about this. It
resulted in a point where everyone wanted to see
me put up an act, which helped me join the hobbybased drama club in college that used to put up a
play at the intra-college cultural festival
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Farewell Dear Students, Batch -2021

"Happy journey !!
You are now on a ship that sails you in a new voyage of
opportunities and career establishments. Good Luck
on your new journey . May success always be with you..
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